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atrnosphere and more communicative. In this case, drama as 
representative of real life, where actual communication takes place
(Reaske, 1966) can be a potential source for the teaching of English. In
other words, a drama is all communication; every word in it is
communication--+ommunication among actors, or even communication
between the actors'and the audience as they watch the play (via, 1970).
Furthermore, in drama, language is semantically grouped instead of
grammatically juxtaposed (Newmark, 1970), meaning that language in
drama is presented in meaningfulway though it might not be grammaticalty
wellformed.

.  
5r :  : .

2. Problems of Foreign Language Learning
It is common knowledge that everyone (normal person) learns his

first language with a fair degree of success, the reason being that everyone
is born with the ability to learn a language and then grows up in the
community (Rubin, 1975), Ghomsky's Language Acquisition Devices
(LAD) plays an important role in the process of first language acquisition.
He says that normal children will speak the language of the society where
they grow up. so, learning a foreign language is different from that of the
first one. Foreign language learning is not an easy step that can be
programmed in a quick do-it-yourself kit. No one €n tell you how to learn a
foreign language without really trying (Brown, lggl). The process of
learning foreign language is very complicated since learners should be
familiar with not only words, pronunciation of the target language (TL), but
also with non-linguistics aspects; feeling, values and acting. In other words,
learners will face two sets of problems when learning foreign language;
linguistics phenomena and non-linguistic ones.

Interference from their first language and intralingual transfer
(corder 1981) are examples of the problems of foreign language learning.
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expression is syntactically well formed but culturally ill formed. The

oonvention of English speaking societies will not accept the above
ufterance.

Other examples of the cross-cultural misunderstanding can be

seen from the following events. Once lndonesian studying in Australia
asked by his Australian'friend when they were reading in their University

Library, "What are you doing"? said Australian. "l am reading", the

Indonesian student answered. His answer is not appropriate for that
question because the Australian student did' not ask what he is doing at

that time. lt seems that the Indonesian student translate that question

verbally not culturallyt,What his Australian friend means is what field of

study are you doing. The other event happened when one of Indonesian

students was standing in line in the bus stop. The old lady came and asked
'Are you going to University"?. The lndonesian student answered "No, I

am going home'. The old lady was confused because in that context she

did not ask him where he was going to go, she asked whether or not he

studied at University.
All cultural problems in this part tell us that foreign language

learners (also teachers) often neglect the inclusion of socio-cultural aspects

when they are communicating with the native speakers of the TL. This

might be because the language program did not include socio-cultural

knowledge. As the consequence, the learners often make the expressions

that can give rise to misunderstanding because they might use expressions

that are not appropriate for a certain context.
Based on the above problems, the writer believes that learning a

foreign language involves the linguistics and cultural aspects. That is why,

foreign language teachers should be aware of the influence of the social

cultural aspects of the language. Foreign language teachers and learners

are encouraged to include the social cultural aspects in foreign language tl
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cufture of the people who speak the language in which it is written (Valdes,,
1990). Students learning a new language without touching the cultural
aspects of the people whose language they are learning is like learning to
drive a car with no experience behind the wheel; they will not be able to
drive a car (lrving, 1984). Understanding cultural aspect of the people
whose language being learnt is a compulsory due to the fact that very often
communication problem is not because of the language code, but different
cultural assumptions. Again, Littlewood (1987) stated that literature
(including drama) is one amongst several means of access to the foreign
culture in a wider sense. Having knowledge of one culture might make the
learning of a particular language easier. lt should be remembered though
drama is written in the form of a script but the language used is not
oookish, it is very practical since drama presents natural interaction of
speakers as they adhere to prescribe cultural behaviors (Valdes, 1990).
With regard to learning another language, Nunan (1991) states that
learning another language is probably the most anxiety provoking activity
an individualcan undertake in the classroom. To make the learners relaxed
enough and confident enough to se the TL, teachers should be sure that
there are cohesiveness and trust built up among the members of the group.
This situation might be presented when the students are studying drama.

4. Students and Teachers
The teaching of English through drama might only be applied to

post-intermediate and pre-advanced students in which they are considereij
to have enough ability to communicate in the TL. The students must be at
least at the fhreshold level or even higher that will enable the learner(s) to
cross the threshold level into the foreign-language community (Van Ek,
1973). Without this knowledge, the students might find themselves difficult
to express something convincingly since they are still in doubt to decide
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tre dassroom situation, the teachers should be wise enough to select
rtrir*r drilts are suitable for our students based on their aims and needs.
Sre the activity is appropriate for speaking classes, the teaching English
unough drama might be more beneficial when applying communicative
ftts and practices. In this activity, where appropriate, the teachers can
skip the mechanical drills and proceed with the communicative drill. The
bachers must be aware of the fact that the results of the purely structural

ractice is the ability to produce a range of usages, not the ability to use
fre forms appropriately (Scott, 1981) which is contradictory with the actual
gnal of learning a foreign language.

6. lmplementation
The implementation of this activity could cover some

considerations that should be taken care carefully such as teaching
materials, teaching procedure, seats arrangement rnedium for instruction
and assessment. Those things are of important in the teaching English
through drama.

6.1 Teaching Materials
The teaching materials used in this activity should be taken form

modem drama due to the fact that old drama or classic drama are written in

old English that might make students difficult to understand and even the
materials might be boring for the students. That is why, it is worth

considering Via's idea (1970) that the materials used in this activity should

be taken mostly from drama produced within the last 25 years; the plays

which were written in the late sixties and early seventies or curent plays.

Sorne plays like the ones written by Eugene O'neill, an American writer, are

still relevant and they can be used in this activity. Classical plays like

Shakespeare's, on the other hand, should be avoided due to the difficult
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method knowing its supremacy. on the other hand they also can pick up

the good things from the other methods and they might combine them.

As a matter of fact, linguistics and literature are not contradictory,

as many laymen have usually assumed. They are actually cannot be

separated one from another, so it is worth considering treating them as

equal in the teaching of English especially for speaking classes. some

teachers who are completely and faithfully adopted the Communicative

Approach think that drills and practice are harmful. Nevertheless, they are

usefuland helpful in dealing with fluency and gaining confidence.

Drama as one genre of literature can be a source of material for

the teaching of English. lt can be enjoyable not only for the students but

also for the teachers. Drama presents life as it is and it reflects the socio-

cultural values. This is of importance since learning a new language should

also involve learning the culture of people whose language being learnt.

Studying drama can have those things at the same time: language and

culture. To sum up, it is our duty as teachers to make ourselves and our

students to exposed as much as possible to the culture of the TL, in this

case English. lt does means that people have to forget their own cultures

when learning foreign languages, they have to understand that the way

people view the world is partly determined by their native languages.

People should think globally but act locally.
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